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President’s Report  
2014 Annual General Meeting  

 
The year that has passed since the last annual general meeting of the CSFY was one of major 
transition and continued intense activities around several key issues.  
 
The year started with an almost complete renewal of the commissioners’ team. Danielle Daffe was 
the only member of the previous team when the elections took place last October. She now 
provides the corporate memory at the table of elected representatives. I would like to thank the 
outgoing commissioners, Stéphanie Dion, Luc Laferté and Ron Melanson for their dedication and 
their efforts in the service to the community. A special thank you to Luc Laferté who is stepping 
down after seventeen years as commissioner or president. This is probably a record.  
 
One of the issues that occupied the commissioners, once the period of familiarization with their 
new mandate was over, was the executive director position. When the commissioners began their 
terms, Lorraine Taillefer had just gone on leave to broaden her experience at the Yukon 
Department of Education. 
 
After an interim period in which the duties of the executive director were fulfilled internally, the 
commissioners hired Edmond Ruest as official interim E.D. until Lorraine Taillefer’s return, which 
was scheduled for the end of June. Unfortunately, on June 2, the CSFY learned that our executive 
director had decided to leave her position and take on new challenges at the Yukon Department 
of Education. On several occasions I have expressed our recognition towards Lorraine Taillefer for 
the years she dedicated to the CFSY and our regret to see her go. Also, in July, I thanked Edmond 
Ruest who agreed to "get back in the game" to help us out.  
 
A selection process conducted by the commissioners during the summer resulted in the hiring of 
Natasha Joncas who has taken on the numerous challenges that were waiting for her with 
determination and enthusiasm. Welcome Natasha!  
 
During the upcoming year, the commissioners will continue their work on several issues that came 
up during this year and I will refer to an excerpt from my report presented at the first public 
meeting of the CSFY:  
 

 Conclude the consultation process on the building of a new high school by approving the 
final consultation report in order to make it public and present it at our forum during our 
annual general meeting in September, present the conclusions to the Department of 
Education, and hopefully arrive at a final agreement with the Department on a project 
leading to the building of the school as soon as possible.  

 

 Continue the process of revising CSFY’s policies and governance model to adopt a result-
based approach. 



 

 

 

 

 

 Continue the dialogue with the Yukon government (YG) in the hope of finding a 
negotiated solution to the questions raised in the context of the court action (CSFY-YG) 
that will be heard by the Supreme Court of Canada in the spring of 2015. Although it is 
confident in its arguments and optimistic about the result of this appeal, the CSFY is 
convinced that it is preferable for the parties to come to a mutually acceptable solution 
than to have their actions dictated by the courts. 

 

 With reference to the previous objective, the CSFY will pursue the efforts it made last year 
to convince the Yukon government to adopt a language and culture framework policy 
(PELEC) based on similar policies adopted by other Canadian jurisdictions, addressing a 
number of the problems that led the CSFY to file a court action in 2009.   

 
In closing, I would like to thank the CSFY’s staff. Without their support, it would be impossible for 
the commissioners to carry out their duties and fulfill their mandate.   
 
I would also like to thank the school staff and the people who support them and wish them and 
everyone an excellent start to the school year! 
 
 
 
Ludovic Gouaillier 
President 
 
 
 
 

 


